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Summer transfer window opens 
but it’s the era of player power

PARIS: The summer transfer window officially
opens in England on Friday with Premier League
clubs again set to splash the cash while the futures
of a selection of out-of-contract stars dominate
headlines on the continent. Clubs in England will
have a period of almost 12 weeks, until September 1,
to strengthen their squads, although one of the
biggest moves has already been announced, with
Erling Haaland heading to Manchester City from
Borussia Dortmund.

There will be the usual headlines of Premier
League sides flexing their financial muscle, with a
huge increase in income from overseas rights deals
reportedly taking broadcast revenue for the three-
year cycle to 2025 over £10 billion ($12.5bn). With
the financial rewards only getting greater, the
chances are English clubs will again collectively
splash more than £1 billion on transfers, as they
have done in the last six summer windows.

Haaland’s move will cost City what might be
considered a modest sum of £51 million (60 mil-
lion euros, $63 million) due to the release clause
in his contract at Dortmund. The prol if ic
Norwegian is unlikely to be the most expensive
new arrival in England’s top flight - Liverpool and
Manchester United are being linked with moves
for Uruguayan striker Darwin Nunez, valued at
100 million euros by Benfica. Yet it is often the
transfers happening beyond the Premier League’s
biggest clubs that confirm just how powerful
England’s elite have become.

A prime example is Aston Villa, who finished 14th
in the season just ended but have already
announced the signings of Diego Carlos from
Sevilla and Boubacar Kamara from Marseille.
Brazilian defender Diego Carlos will move for a

reported £26 million while holding midfielder
Kamara - who has just broken into the France squad
- is a free agent with his contract at Marseille expir-
ing. Both turned down Champions League football
next season to head to Villa Park. Kamara’s move,
meanwhile, is indicative of something else.

Free agents 
This is the era of player power, with more and

more of the biggest stars happy to let their con-
tracts run down - that way the huge transfer fees
that might be paid between clubs are more likely to
end up in the pockets of the players themselves as
signing-on bonuses. Kylian Mbappe allowed his
contract at Paris Saint-Germain to come to an end
before opting to stay in the French capital rather
than sign for Real Madrid. Paul Pogba leaves
Manchester United for the second time in his career
and, having moved to Old Trafford from Juventus for
a world-record fee in 2016, the France midfielder is
now being tipped to return to Turin as a free agent.

Paulo Dybala is on his way out of Juventus and
expected to join Inter Milan, while Ousmane
Dembele could depart Barcelona for free as well.
Others like Sadio Mane at Liverpool and Robert
Lewandowski at Bayern Munich are ready to
move on and know their clubs must sell now if
they don’t want to lose them for free when their
contracts expire next year. Dembele has been
linked with a move to PSG, who will again be busy
in the market with the transfer window also open-
ing in France on Friday.

French renaissance? 
The Ligue 1 champions dominated headlines last

year with the acquisition of Lionel Messi after his

contract at Barcelona expired. This time expect
fewer glitzy new arrivals at the Parc des Princes,
where the main priority was keeping Mbappe.
After two years of enforced belt-tightening due to
the pandemic and the collapse of a lucrative broad-
casting deal with Mediapro, the outlook is now
brighter for French clubs in general. Private equity

firm CVC Capital Partners, who have previously
bought a stake in La Liga, are investing 1.5 billion
euros for a 13 percent stake in Ligue 1’s newly-cre-
ated trading company. That means an immediate
significant cash injection for clubs, at a time when
more and more foreign investors are being attract-
ed to French teams. — AFP

BELGRADE: Norway’s Erling Haaland (left) fights for the ball with Serbia’s Milos Veljkovic during the UEFA Nations
League - League B Group B4 football match between Serbia and Norway at the Rajko Mitic stadium in Belgrade. — AFP

Ukraine beat
Republic of Ireland
after WCup 
heartbreak
DUBLIN: Viktor Tsygankov lifted Ukraine’s spirits
after their painful failure to qualify for the World Cup
as the midfielder clinched a 1-0 Nations League vic-
tory over the Republic of Ireland on Wednesday.
Tsygankov struck with a fine free-kick early in the
second at Dublin’s Aviva Stadium.

Ukraine held on to that slender lead as they
bounced back from the 1-0 defeat against Wales on
Sunday that ended the war-torn nation’s bid to qualify
for this year’s World Cup. While Ukraine won’t be
going to Qatar for the World Cup, their impressive
response to such a devastating loss epitomized the
spirit in Oleksandr Petrakov’s side. Of course
Petrakov’s players have far greater concerns as the
Russian invasion continues in their homeland.

The Irish FA had handed out 3,500 tickets to
Ukrainian refugees and there were other pockets of
blue and yellow around the Aviva Stadium. “This is a
very difficult time. The Ukrainians who came to see us
play in Ireland were accepted by the incredible Irish
hospitality and people,” Petrakov said. “You took our
women and children who were basically risking their
lives back in Ukraine. I want to thank the whole island.

“Those Ukrainians in the stand just wanted to see
some positivity from the team but they are really
longing to go home to Ukraine. “We made them a lit-
tle bit happier tonight. That is the major achievement
in my view.” Petrakov had admitted the emotional and
physical impact of the events in Cardiff combined
with the ongoing war had taken its toll on his players.
He made 10 changes after the Wales game and the
understudies were good enough to extend Ireland’s
winless run in the Nations League to 12 games.
“Overall I’m happy with the result and with the atti-
tude and performance. It is a very positive thing for
the team especially after such a bitter result in Wales.
We turn the page and we look forward to our future,”
Petrakov said. — AFP

DUBLIN: Republic of Ireland’s defender Seamus Coleman
(left) vies with Ukraine’s midfielder Viktor Tsygankov
during the UEFA Nations League, league B group 1 foot-
ball match between Republic of Ireland and Ukraine at
Aviva stadium in Dublin, Ireland on June 8, 2022. —AFP

Senegal coach 
wants AFCON 
games delayed 
JOHANNESBURG: Senegal coach Aliou Cisse
wants the September Africa Cup of Nations
(AFCON) qualifiers postponed to allow the five
countries representing the continent at the World
Cup to play friendly matches. Cameroon, Ghana,
Morocco, Senegal and Tunisia have qualified for the
November 21-December 18 Qatar tournament and
the African sides have only a September 19-27 win-
dow and one week before the World Cup kick-off
to prepare.

The withdrawal of Zimbabwe from Group K
means Morocco are free to play warm-up games in
September, but the other four teams face two
African qualifiers each. Cameroon are scheduled to
play Namibia, Ghana to meet Angola, Senegal to
tackle Mozambique and Tunisia to face Libya home
and away. Speaking to the media in Dakar after
Senegal snatched a last-gasp 1-0 victory over
Rwanda on Tuesday, Cisse called on the
Confederation of African Football (CAF) to delay
the next two rounds of qualifying.

“The best thing (to) help the five (African) selec-
tions that have qualified (for the World Cup) is to
stop the (qualifiers) in September,” said the former

Paris Saint-Germain midfielder-cum-defender.
“(This would) give the opportunity to the countries
qualified (for the World Cup) to do their prepara-
tions. I think we can find a solution to postpone the
(qualifiers) scheduled for September.” The challenge
for CAF will be to find new dates if they postpone
the 44 September fixtures as there is only one other
window, next March, before the June-July 2023
finals in the Ivory Coast.

CAF plan to stage matchdays five and six of Cup
of Nations qualifying between March 20-28, with
the finals set for June and July 2023. What the
Cairo-based body may consider is cancelling only
the eight September matches involving the World
Cup qualifiers and asking them to play catch-up
during the World Cup window once eliminated.
African pundits are extremely pessimistic about the
chances of the five, giving only Senegal, who face
the Netherlands, Qatar and Ecuador in Group A, a
realistic chance of reaching the second round.

Algeria take control 
Tunisia are in Group D with defending champi-

ons France, Denmark and Australia or Peru and
Morocco in Group F beside Belgium, Canada and
Croatia. Cameroon face Brazil, Serbia and
Switzerland in Group G and Ghana meet Portugal,
Uruguay and South Korea in Group H. Meanwhile,
there were six Cup of Nations qualifiers on
Wednesday and fallen African giants Algeria took
control of Group F after an impressive 2-0 victory
in Tanzania. A clever free-kick drill late in the first

half culminated in centre-back Ramy Bensebaini
nodding the Desert Foxes ahead.

Tanzania rarely threatened to equalize before
substitute Mohamed Amoura sealed success with a
thunderous close-range shot a minute from time.
Algeria boasted a 35-match unbeaten record before
the wheels came off this year in a Cup of Nations
title defense and World Cup play-off. After drawing
with Sierra Leone in the African tournament, they
fell to Equatorial Guinea and the Ivory Coast to
make a stunning first-round exit having travelled to
Cameroon as one of the title favorites. — AFP

Senegal coach Aliou Cisse

Crusaders’ impeccable
record at stake in
Super Rugby semi
showdown
CHRISTCHURCH: The Waikato Chiefs must defy
history if they are to beat the Canterbury Crusaders
in Christchurch in the opening Super Rugby semi-
final on Friday. The Crusaders are the most success-
ful team ever in the southern hemisphere club com-
petition and have been invincible playing sudden-
death matches on home turf. In 27 years of Super
Rugby, the 12-times champions have played 26
knockout games at home and never been defeated.

The second semi-final, on Saturday, features the
Auckland Blues and ACT Brumbies, two sides look-
ing to revive their glory days when they dominated
the championship in its formative years. The Chiefs
have also had past Super Rugby success, winning
the competition in 2012 and 2013, and showed omi-
nous signs of a revival when they edged the
Crusaders 24-21 in Christchurch this year. But that
was during the regular season and Crusaders coach
Scott Robertson said that scoreline has loomed

large in talk this week.
“It’s a firm reminder that a team like that on their

day can test anyone,” said Robertson, who will be
marking his 100th game in charge of the Crusaders.
“Any Kiwi team can effectively have their moments
that can change games. We’ve reminded each other
from the last game.” The two teams feature 21 All
Blacks between them, including Crusaders locks
Sam Whitelock and Scott Barrett against the
Waikato pair Brodie Retallick and Tupou Vaa’i.

Barrett said there will be no love lost between
the Test teammates. “It’s two (sets of) All Blacks
against each other, so it’s a huge battle,” he said.
“We’re both competitive teams. Often in the heat of
the moment a few words might be added, hopefully
with a smile.” The Brumbies, seeking their first
Super Rugby title since 2004, head to Auckland
hoping to erase the memory of their heartbreaking
loss to the Blues in the regular season when
Beauden Barrett snatched victory with a drop goal
after the final hooter.

“We took a lot of lessons from that. Obviously
we’ve got to be more disciplined,” Brumbies fly-half
Noah Lolesio said. “We’re definitely full of confi-
dence but we know we’ve got a hard task.” The
Blues, with a star-studded side headlined by a
backline combination of Barrett, Roger Tuivasa-
Sheck and Rieko Ioane, are favoured by bookmak-
ers to go all the way. —AFP

CHRISTCHURCH: Crusaders’ Sevu Reece (center) is tackled by Red’s Matt Faessler (2nd left) during the Super Rugby
Pacific quarterfinal match between the Canterbury Crusaders and Queensland Reds at Orangetheory Stadium. —AFP

Police acknowledge
‘failure’ at Champions
League final
PARIS: The head of Paris police acknowledged on
Thursday the “failure” of security operations for
the Champions League final last month and apolo-
gized for tear-gassing supporters as they tried to
enter the stadium. The football showpiece hosted
by Paris on May 28 was marred by scenes of may-
hem as Liverpool fans struggled to enter the stadi-
um for the match against Real Madrid, raising
questions over the capacity of the French capital to
host the 2024 Olympics.

“It is obviously a failure,” Didier Lallement told
a commission investigating the fiasco at the
French Senate. “It was a failure because people
were pushed around and attacked. It’s a failure
because the image of the country was under-
mined.” He said he was “sorry” for authorising the
use of tear gas to move supporters away from the
stadium before the match, but added that there
was “no other means” of relieving the growing
pressure at the gates.

“We needed to get people to move back,”
Lallement explained. “We asked people to move
back, then we used tear-gas... it’s the only way to
our knowledge of moving a crowd back, except for
a baton charge.” He encouraged supporters from
Liverpool and Real Madrid to file complaints if they
were victims of counterfeited tickets or street
crime outside the stadium “so that we can find the
guilty parties and prosecute them.”

Lallement was also pressed on controversial fig-
ures given by Interior Minister Gerald Darmanin
who blamed the presence of 30-40,000 support-
ers without tickets or with fake tickets for the dis-
order at the stadium and delays to the game. The
police chief said he was responsible for the figure
and he based it on numbers given by Paris trans-
port operators and “feedback” from officers on the
ground. “Perhaps I made a mistake with the figure I
gave to the minister,” he said. “I never claimed that
it was absolutely accurate.” He acknowledged that
there were not 30-40,000 “at the gates of the sta-
dium” but maintained that many thousands were in
the vicinity. —AFP


